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Abstract A novel robust hybrid tracking control
for robotic system is proposed. This hybrid control
scheme combines computed torque control (CTC)
with neural network, variable structure control (VSC)
and nonlinear H
control methods. It is assumed that
the nominal system of robotic system is completely
known, which is controlled by using CTC method.
Neural network is designed to approximate parameter
uncertainties, VSC is used to eliminate the effect of
approximation error, and H
control is employed to
achieve a desired robust tracking performance. Based
on Lyapunov stability theorem, it can be guaranteed
that all signals in closed loop are bounded and a specied H
tracking performance is achieved by employing the proposed robust hybrid control. The validity of
the control scheme is shown by computer simulation
of a two-link robotic manipulator.
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1 Introduction
Tracking control for robotic system always is a challenging problem since the uncertainties, disturbances
and nonlinear system dynamics [1 3]. In the past
decades, many control approaches have been proposed
for dealing with these issues.
Computed torque control (CTC) [4] is a linearization method to linearize and decouple robotic dynamics, so that motion of each joint can be controlled
individually and many well-developed linear control
strategies can be used. However, the algorithm requires linearization of the nonlinear dynamical model
of the robot and perfect knowledge of the system dynamics. Unfortunately, uncertainties always exist in
practice, such as plant parameter variations, modeling
errors, and unknown disturbances. These uncertainties
will degrade the control performance. Even though, as
a traditional control method, CTC is easily understood
and of good performances and could not be neglected
in designing controller for complex robotic system [5].
Variable structure control (VSC) has been investigated for controlling the robotic system [6 10]. The
VSC provides a robust control method, which is insensitive to parameter uncertainties, modeling errors and
external disturbances. However, there always exists
high frequency oscillation in the control input, which
is called chattering. The high speed switching necessary for the establishment of a sliding mode causes
the oscillations. In addition, the traditional VSC needs
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a plant model in the design, but it is dif cult to obtain
precise parameters of the system.
Neural networks have been widely used in modeling and controlling of nonlinear systems because of
their capabilities of nonlinear function approximation,
learning, and fault tolerance [11, 12]. Considering the
robustness and trajectory tracking performance of dynamics, many adaptive neural network based control
schemes have been developed to solve highly nonlinear control problems for robotic systems with uncertainties [13 17]. In general, a neural network system is
employed to approximate uncertain nonlinearity of robotic systems, and applying the adaptive training algorithm to diminish the approximate errors, at the same
time, using a robustifying controller (e.g. VSC controller) to compensate the approximate errors.
As robustness and its capability of disturbance attenuation in nonlinear systems, the approach of H
optimal control has been widely discussed [19, 20],
also applied in robotic systems. In conventional H
controls, the plant models must be known, perhaps
allowing a small perturbation. However, if the plant
models have large uncertainties, the conventional H
tracking control will meet additional dif culties. Recently, some attention has been paid to treating the rocontrol for uncertain systems with the perturbust H
bation of dynamic uncertainties [14, 21 24].
Many researchers have tried to combine two or
more above methods for controlling robotic system.
Typically, Song et al. [5] proposed an approach of
CTC combined fuzzy systems. The nominal system is
controlled by CTC and for uncertain system, a fuzzy
controller acts as a compensator. Zuo et al. [24] used
a neural network robust controller acting as compensator and assumed that the external disturbance is nite energy. But they assumed that the system accelerations are measurable. Although the accelerations can
be obtained through installing accelerometers on the
robotic systems, the measurement noises and weight
of these extra utilities would both sacri ce the tracking
performance of robotic systems. Liu and Li [18] assumed that the dynamic parameters of robotic system
can be expressed by the nominal parameters and the
parametric uncertainties. Then, a fuzzy CMAC neural
network was used to model the nominal system. Furthermore, the bounds of uncertainty parameters are assumed to be known and used to design the VSC, and an
controller is designed to achieve a certain tracking
H
performance. In practice, in order to suf ciently consider system parameters variety, these bounded values
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should be large enough; however, the larger bounded
values would cause a more severe chattering in VSC
design.
In this paper, without measuring the accelerations
of robotic system, a novel neural network based robust hybrid tracking control scheme, combining CTC,
control for robotic sysneural network, VSC and H
tem, is proposed. We assume that the constant parameters of nominal system, which is controlled by using
CTC method matrix, are known. To avoid the problem of conservative bounds estimation in [18], a neural
network is designed to approximate the uncertainties,
VSC can eliminate the effect of approximation error,
and H
control is employed to achieve a certain robust tracking performance and to attenuate the effect
of external disturbances to a prescribed level. The proposed robust hybrid controller can guarantee stability
of closed-loop systems and H
tracking performance
by using Lyapunov stability theorem.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, some
preliminaries are addressed, which consist of mathematical notations, neural networks, dynamical models
of robotic system with uncertainties, and detailed explanation related to CTC for robotic system. The design of the neural network based robust hybrid controller is given in Sect. 3, and the robust stability is
analyzed. The Matlab simulation results are given in
Sect. 4, and the conclusions are drawn in Sect. 5.

2 Preliminaries
Standard notations are used in this paper. Let be the
real number set, n be the n -dimensional vector space,
n n be the n
n real matrix space. The norm of vecn
n n are de ned,
tor x
and that of matrix A
T
respectively, as x
x x and A
tr(AT A). If
y is a scalar, then y
denotes the absolute value.
min (A) and max (A) are the minimum and the maxi-
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and so on. The precise values of these parameters
are dif cult to acquire due to measuring errors, environment and payloads variations. Therefore, here
it is assumed that actual values M (q ), C(q ,
q ) and
G(q ) can be separated as nominal parts denoted by
M 0 (q ), C 0 (q , q ) and G0 (q ) and uncertain parts denoted by M (q ), C(q ,
q ) and G(q ) , respectively.
These variables satisfy the following relationships:
M (q )

M

C(q , q )

0 (q )

G(q )

According to the analysis above, CTC strategy relies on strong assumptions that exact knowledge of robotic dynamics is precisely known and unmodeled dynamics has to be ignored. However, these assumptions
are impossible in practical engineering. Therefore, applying (8) to the practical robotic system (6) yields

M (q ),

C0 (q , q )

C(q , q ),

G0 (q )

G(q ).

Suppose that dynamical model of robotic system is
known precisely and unmodeled dynamics and disturbances are excluded, i.e., M (q ) , C(q , q ) , G(q )
and d are all zeros. Dynamical model (6) can be converted into the following nominal model:
M

0 (q )

q

H

0 (q ,

where H

0 (q ,

q)

q)

time-invariant closed-loop system (9), implying acquirement of globally asymptotical stability. Furthermore, explicit conditions for performance indices may
be obtained in terms of controller gain matrices. More
speci cally, globally asymptotical stability is guaranteed provided that K v and K p in (9) are symmetric and
positive de nite constant matrices.

(7)

,

M (q )(

e

K
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e

K

M (q )(

q

H (q ,

q)
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p

K
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v

e

K

e)
p

(10)

d.

Remark 2 All the parameters in the proposed scheme
may be uncertain, which is true in practical situations.

G0 (q ) .

C0 (q , q ) q

2.3 Computed torque control method for robotic
system
The perfect knowledge of the robotic system dynamics should be known in the CTC design. The corresponding CTC control law for the nominal model (7)
of robotic system can be chosen as

Differently from the approaches proposed by Song
et al. [5] and Zuo et al. [24] who assumed that the
system accelerations are measurable, in this paper we
assume that actual system accelerations are unmeasurable and a neural network based robust hybrid tracking
control scheme is designed.

3 Robust hybrid control design
M

0 (q )(

q

K

d

v

e

K
p

e)

H

0 (q ,

q ),

(8)

where e is the tracking error de ned by e
q
q d,
q and q d are the actual and desired joint trajectories, respectively. The coef cients K v and K p should
be chosen such that all the roots of the polynomial
(h s )
s 2 K v s
K p are in the open left-half plane.
Assumption 3 The desired trajectory q d is continuous and bounded known function of time with bounded
known derivatives up to the second order.
Substituting (8) into (7) yields
e

K
v

e

K
p

e

0.

(9)

Remark 1 Obviously, CTC approach is based on feedback linearization technique, which results in a linear

In this section, we will design a neural network based
robust hybrid control law such that joint motions of
robotic systems (5) can follow the desired trajectories.
This hybrid controller is de ned as
(11)
u

0

where 0 is CTC de ned like (8) and u is the neural
network based hybrid compensator to be determined
later.
Let x 1 e , x 2 e , then the robotic system error
dynamic equation (10) can be written as
⎧x
⎪
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎪
⎩

x

1

x 2,

2

M
M

1 (q )
0 (q )K

u

M
p

C(q , q ) q

x

1
d

0 (q )K

C(q , q )
v

M (q ) q
G(q )

d
d

.

(12)
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Step 2. Choose proper parameters:
Q

20I

4 4,

1,

1, 1

Ea
solve P

P

4 Simulation example
To verify the theoretical results, simulations were carried out in two degrees of freedom robotic manipulator
as shown in Fig. 2 and described by [2]:


m 1 l 12 m 2 (l 12 l 22 2l 1 l 2 c 2 )
m 2 l 22 m 2 l 1 l 2 c 2
M (q )
,
2
2
m

2m

C(q , q )

G(q )

m

m
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m
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m
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4.1 Design procedure
To summarize the analysis in Sect. 3, the step-by-step
procedures of the neural network based robust hybrid
control for robotic system are outlined as follows.

is a Hurwitz matrix.

1 4,

1 4,

from matrix inequality (17):

⎡ 12.7806
⎣ 12.3229
0.0124
0.0874

12.3229
12.7806
0.0874
0.0124

0.0124
0.0874
0.1495
0.0508

⎤

0.0874
0.0124 ⎦
.
0.0508
0.1495

Step 4.!According to (20) (23) with the function
(x e ) 2 e 2
e 2 the robust controller u r can
be calculated; by using (15) we can obtain the neural
network based robust hybrid compensator u . The corresponding neural network based robust hybrid control
law can be obtained from Theorem 1.

,

where m 1 and m 2 are the masses of link 1 and link 2,
respectively; l 1 and l 2 are the lengths of link 1 and
link 2, respectively; s i denotes sin(q i ), c i denotes
cos(q i ), and c ji denotes cos(q i
q j ), for i
1, 2 and
j
1, 2; and g is acceleration of gravity.

p

0, 0, 10, 10

4.2 Simulation results

12

Step 1. Select controller gains K
K v
50I 2 2 such as


I 2 2
02 2
A0
100I 2 2
50I 2 2

Ea

,


1

1.

T
1 4,

Step 3. Select initial weight W ( 0) 012 2 , design
the neural network structure as 8 12 2, and select the
learning rate as
0.2 in (19), set M W
1000 and
10, then the neural network controller u n can be
obtained from (18).

Fig. 2 Diagram of a two-link robot manipulator
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2 2,

1,

0, 0, 5, 5

D
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In this section, the proposed control approach is
applied to the position control of a two-link manipulator. The dynamic equation and parameters of
the manipulator are similar to those in [5]. The
nominal parameters of the robot used for simulation are m 1
m 2
4 kg and l 1
l2
1 m, g
2
9.8 m/s , while actual parameters of robot are chosen as m 1 m 2 8 kg and l 1 l 2 1.2 m to introduce the parameter uncertainties. The desired trajectories to be tracked are q d1 0.8 cos(t ) 0.2 sin(3t ) ,
0.3 cos(2t ) 0.7 sin(t ) . The initial conditions
q d2
are q 1 (0)
q 2 (0)
2 rad and q 1 (0)
q 2 (0) 0 rad/s. The CTC for controlling robotic system without model uncertainties and disturbances can
be found in [5, 24]. It is obvious that CTC can track
the given trajectories perfectly under precise known
model parameters. For the purpose of comparison,
simulation studies in two cases are conducted. To show
the robustness of the controller, we choose the exogenous disturbances d
5e t , 5e t T .
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Fig. 3 CTC for robotic manipulator with uncertainties and disturbances

Case 1. The conventional CTC (8) for controlling
robotic system under model uncertainties and disturbances is demonstrated. Figure 3 shows the results. It
can be seen that the controller cannot drive the joints
to reach the desired positions and steady-state tracking
error exists.

To quantify the control performance, the root-mean
square average of tracking error (based on the L 2 norm
of the tracking errors e ) is given as follows [24]:

Case 2. Under the same conditions as in Case 1, the
proposed neural network based robust hybrid tracking
controller is used to control robotic manipulator. The
control procedure is described in foregoing subsection.
Figure 4 shows the tracking results. It is observed that
the tracking error decreases quickly, and the effects of
uncertainties are successfully compensated by the robust hybrid control term.

where T represents the total simulation time. Table 1
shows the L 2 error norms for CTC method and the
proposed robust control method. Note that the smaller
L 2 norm represents the better performance.
From Fig. 4 and Table 1, the results demonstrate
that the proposed robust hybrid tracking control can
effectively control the rigid robotic system with model
uncertainties and disturbances, and the proposed con-

L

2 (e)

T

1


T

e T e dt ,

(35)

0
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Fig. 4 The proposed hybrid tracking control for robotic manipulator with uncertainties and disturbances

Table 1 L

2

norm for tracking errors

Controller
L

2 (e 1 )

L

2 (e 2 )

CTC

5.2152

10.0253

Proposed

3.5464

6.8693

troller presents a better transient response and a
smaller tracking error norm than the CTC method.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, a neural network based robust hybrid
tracking control scheme, combining CTC, neural net-

control for robotic manipulator
work, VSC and H
without measuring the system accelerations, is proposed. In this scheme, CTC is employed to control the
completely known nominal system of robotic manipulator; neural network is designed to approximate parameter uncertainties, the VSC and H
controller can
guarantee robustness to approximation errors and also
attenuate the effect of nite-energy, immeasurable external disturbances entering the system. It can be guaranteed that all signals in the closed loop are bounded
and ensured H
tracking performance by employing
the proposed robust hybrid control. The validity of the
control scheme is shown by computer simulation of a
two-link robotic manipulator.
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